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 Quite unawares of the origins of some of these thoughts, many pastors and church members 
may find themselves increasingly confronted with ideas like “story preaching” or “reading the 
Bible as literature.”1 Harmless as it may seem at first—after all, have “story preaching” and 
“reading the Bible as literature” not been practiced with good success and enjoyment for a long, 
long time?2—these phrases in fact conceal trends of which the unsuspecting pastor, churchgoer, or 
Bible student may not be aware.3 In the end, we will still be able to enjoy a good sermon 
illustration or appreciate the literary quality of, say, John’s Gospel. But we will understand the 
unfortunate dichotomy between history and literature modern biblical studies have inherited as 
well as come to terms with the recent pendulum swing to the literary side of the biblical text. We 
will be able to discern and assess the influence of one of the most seminal narrative-theological 
thinkers, Hans W. Frei. And last but not least, we will be in a position to reconsider and fine-tune 
our own way of studying Scripture, making sure that our hermeneutical method properly balances 
historical, literary, and theological concerns. 
 
I. “Aesthetic Theology” and the “New Yale Theology”  
 
 Kevin Vanhoozer has ably traced the “aesthetic turn” in modern theology and biblical studies.4 
He argues that “the eighteenth century was enamored with reason, the nineteenth century 
discovered history, and the twentieth century is preoccupied with language.”5 The most recent 
development in modern theology Vanhoozer terms “aesthetic theology.” This kind of thought can 
be defined as “a theology which focuses on the Bible’s literary form or shape to the [partial or 
complete] exclusion of the author and historical context.”6 
 However, while the psalmist considered God’s word to be “a lamp to my feet” (Ps. 119:105), 
modern scholarship views all language as a labyrinth that leads nowhere. The aesthetic object (i.e. 
the text) is autonomous, cut off from its author, and its author’s authority. Aesthetic language is 
neither descriptive nor informative—it simply is (though it has effects).7 Once isolated from its 
historical grounding and its authoritative position, a text yields a limitless number of meaning 
possibilities. Radical pluralism and relativity in interpretation are the results,8 and authoritative 
biblical preaching degenerates into mere storytelling. 
 Once placed in this orbit, the “New Yale theology” is more readily understood.9 This brand of 
theology it not the most recent attempt at an adaptation of literary criticism to biblical studies. 
Because of its enormous influence on more recent efforts, however, it will be helpful to return to 
the roots of the contemporary malaise in biblical hermeneutics and to subject the “New Yale 
theology,” and in particular the contribution of Hans W. Frei, to close scrutiny.10 To be sure, time 
has not stood still since his seminal work. Only ten years after his death, Frei probably would be 
somewhat disoriented if he could witness the explosion of the postmodern perspective in the 
academic world, including biblical studies. But Frei’s work remains important, for it provides a 
bridge on which those disenchanted with the modern historical-critical method can safely cross 
over to postmodern territory.11 Also, Frei’s views continue to be represented through those he 
influenced, such as Stanley Hauerwas, George Hunsinger, or William Placher.12 
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 What is more, a recent volume devoted exclusively to the possibility of a rapprochement 
between postliberals and evangelicals keenly accentuates the relevance of Frei and his followers 
for the contemporary scene.13 Indeed, as the dustjacket of this work claims, the postliberal 
movement “may turn out to be the most significant theological realignment in more than a 
century.” In analyzing the school of thought of which Frei was one of the “founding fathers,” we 
will therefore gain understanding of developments that have taken their point of departure from 
Frei’s proposed “narrative theology” that has since come to full bloom and continues to exercise 
enormous influence.14 
 How shall we describe the “New Yale theology”? In short, it represents a “cooperative attempt 
to forge a biblical alternative to mainstream theological liberalism that eschews both 
confessionalism and fundamentalism.”15 In the making of theology, this postliberal alternative 
maintains, attention must be redirected to the biblical text itself. The historical foundation and 
justification is provided by Hans Frei, professor of Religious Studies at Yale University until his 
death in 1988. In his study of eighteenth and nineteenth-century hermeneutics, he concludes that a 
return to the framework of biblical narrative is imperative in order to reverse its “eclipse.”16 Why 
biblical narrative? Because we must allow the narrative form of Scripture to determine the shape 
of our theology rather than imposing foreign categories onto the text. 
 True to the “spirit of the age” sketched by Vanhoozer, Frei’s concern is primarily with the 
aesthetic component of the biblical text. He considers biblical narrative to be “history-like,” 
hoping to rescue from the clutches of historical criticism a genre of literature that can be 
meaningfully interpreted from a literary point of view.17 Karl Barth’s neo-orthodox understanding 
of theology as sustained commentary on the biblical stories provides the primary paradigm for the 
Yale school. However, while for Barth the Bible was the permanent possibility of God’s 
revelation, all that Scripture does for some of Frei’s colleagues is narrate a story that has an effect 
on the reader.18 Frei’s argument for narrative theology may in fact represent a tour de force 
designed to carve out some room in today’s theological world for what both Barth and Frei really 
desire: theology’s return to the Bible.19 However, this is not the way Frei has usually been 
understood. While his influence may have led some back to the Bible, Frei’s Bible does no longer 
seem to be the kind of Bible many of us have been accustomed to read. 
 
II. Characteristics of Narrative Theology 
 
A. History of the Movement 
 
 The movement, which is primarily a North American phenomenon, had its precursor in H. 
Richard Niebuhr’s The Meaning of Revelation (1941).20 Niebuhr sought to translate the 
experience of the community into relevant theological expressions (“experiential-expressivist” 
approach). Hans Frei, on the other hand, in his magnum opus The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative 
(1974), influenced by Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western 
Literature (1957), was more interested in conceptual redescription than in theological translation 
(“cultural-linguistic” approach).21 Another writer, Paul Ricoeur, pursues narrative theology in yet 
a different way.22 
 In essence, a fundamental dissatisfaction with historical-critical research combined with a 
renewed appreciation of the Bible as literature. The call these writers issued was a call to return to 
a pre-critical reading of the biblical narratives as “stories.” The form of narrative, so narrative 
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theologians contended, not just the content, is significant for the narrative’s meaning. Therefore 
narrative form, not just content, ought to play a part in the formulation of theology.23 Further still, 
the story format is to be the determinative form for theology—hence the term “narrative 
theology.” 
 Since the 1970s, various proposals for constructing a narrative biblical theology have been set 
forth.24 The broader categories of narrative theology have also filtered down to the exegetical 
discipline of “narrative criticism” which seeks to apply the general principles of narrative theology 
to the microcosm of particular biblical texts.25 A significant consequence of narrative theology has 
further been the reconception of the nature of biblical authority.26 
 
B. Characteristics of Narrative Theology 
 
 Narrative theology is not a unified movement.27 While some argue that a concern with biblical 
narrative in no way precludes an acceptance of the historical frame of reference, others focus 
almost exclusively on the text, considering any correspondence between text and history to be 
irrelevant for interpretation.28 Therefore it is almost impossible to give a general survey of the 
characteristics of narrative theology. All that can be said is that generally narrative theology is 
primarily concerned with the literary dimension of the (biblical) text, and specifically with 
scriptural narrative. Ford defines narrative theology as “various approaches to theology in which 
stories play a leading role.”29 
 Millard Erickson categorizes narrative theologies into three types, those focusing on the 
communicative, the hermeneutical, and the heuristic or epistemological (related to knowing) roles 
of narrative.30 First, narratives have a communicative function. As such, stories translate the 
biblical message into communicative devices such as modern-day sermon illustrations.31 Second, 
narrative can be seen as providing the key to an understanding of the biblical text (hermeneutical 
function). The form of the story, not just the general idea it conveys, is significant. Normativity 
lies in the story as story. Third, the most radical approach focuses on a story’s heuristic or 
epistemological function. This view believes story to be the actual means of discovering the 
biblical message. The purpose of a story is to show us life as it really is, and ourselves as we really 
are. For example, the narratives of the Exodus and the Cross are the means by which the Jewish 
and Christian communities respectively have understood themselves. If we resort to more overt 
theological formulations, we distort the story in our attempt to reexpress it in different categories. 
Rather, theology’s task today is to transform the biblical message into modern narrative categories 
so that the individual begins to reinterpret his or her personal tradition in light of the Christian 
community’s narratives.32 The wide range of approaches described conveys the substantial 
diversity found within modern narrative theology.33 
 
C. The Contribution of Hans W. Frei 
 
 Hans Frei provides the rationale for narrative theology’s concern by his study in eighteenth 
and nineteenth-century hermeneutics. Frei detects in this period the opening up of “a reflective 
distance between the stories and the ‘reality’ they depict.”34 While this distance increased steadily, 
a number of endeavors have attempted to bridge the gap. Most importantly, it was inquired to 
what extent the biblical stories were factually true, that is, whether or not they correspond to actual 
historical events. Frei decries this “breakdown of literal-realistic interpretation of the biblical 
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stories.”35 Literal reading did no longer mean a “realistic” reading of biblical narratives as 
“history-like” stories, but rather grammatical-historical exegesis as developed by historical 
criticism. Thus a reading of the Bible as literature gave way to a one-sided focus on the historical 
referents outside of the text itself. Notably, such methodology lacked sufficient concern for 
intercanonical unity.36 The effort was made to discover the “single meaning” of a text expressed 
in propositional statements.37 
 Frei concludes, 
 
 [T]he confusion of history-likeness (literal meaning) and history (ostensive reference), and the 
 hermeneutical reduction of the former to an aspect of the latter, meant that one lacked the 
distinctive  category and the appropriate interpretive procedure for understanding what one had 
actually  recognized: the high significance of the literal, narrative shape of the stories for their 
meaning. And  so, one might add, it has by and large remained ever since.38 
 
 As Frei traces the hermeneutical developments in the eighteenth century, he notes that “first in 
England and then in Germany, the narrative became distinguished from a separable subject matter 
. . . which was now taken to be its true meaning.”39 A skepticism toward miracles, the category of 
“myth,” and a focus on subjective understanding over against the biblical narrative texts 
themselves were consequential developments moving the hermeneutical enterprise further and 
further away from a proper appreciation of the “history-like” character of narrative which must be 
appreciated by realistic reading. The heirs of the “Kantian” revolution” struggled to fill the gap 
between the interpreting subject and the ancient text to gain a normative interpretation. Yet, 
tragically, maintains Frei, these interpreters forsook the realistic narrative reading of biblical 
stories, the only enterprise allowing the reader properly to understand the stories of the Bible. 
 Is Frei’s depiction of eighteenth and nineteenth-century hermeneutics correct, or is it a 
revisionist historiography designed to set up his argument for the kind of “paradigm shift” he 
advocates? While his documentation of the “eclipse of biblical narrative” in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries generally seems accurate, one may question whether Frei’s analysis 
encompasses the totality of the evangelical theological enterprise of that time period. More 
important still, even if his analysis is essentially on target, is his proposal the answer to the 
dilemma that has befallen modern Protestant hermeneutics? Here many have expressed 
reservations. We will first survey some of the significant evaluations of narrative theology offered 
in recent years. Unless indicated otherwise, the present author agrees with the objections raised in 
these contributions. In the final section, we will attempt to move beyond these criticisms and seek 
to make some suggestions of how a concern for biblical narrative can be properly integrated into a 
balanced system of evangelical hermeneutics. 
 
III. Assessments of Narrative Theology40 
 
A. Kevin Vanhoozer 
 
 Vanhoozer directs attention to the “Romanticist dualism” that runs throughout modern literary 
criticism, that is, the distinction between “descriptive” and “poetic” texts.41 These two kinds of 
texts have different criteria of truthfulness. “What makes a descriptive text true is its 
correspondence to an external reference; but a work of literature has another criterion for truth: 
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inner verbal consistency.”42 Vanhoozer puts Frei’s narrative theology squarely in this context. He 
points out that Frei’s desire is to free the interpretation of biblical narratives from the association 
with external historical referents. But such a reading of the Bible “as literature” is reductionistic. It 
is indifferent to the story’s historical referents by driving a wedge between its respective functions, 
most notably between literature and history. Such an approach also robs Scripture of the kind of 
author-ity Christians have accorded to the Bible. In constructing an alternative, Vanhoozer seeks 
to adapt Austin’s and Searle’s “speech act” theory which sees communication as rule-governed 
behavior involving both intention and convention.43 While giving proper due to language, this 
theory also asserts authorial intentionality and the moral authority of diverse forms of 
communication.44 Vanhoozer’s constructive alternative suggestions should be compared with the 
“field approach” of Grant R. Osborne and the “action model” of Lundin, Thiselton, and 
Walhout.45 
 
B. Carl F. H. Henry 
 
 Henry summarizes his difficulties with narrative theology as follows.46 First, he notes that not 
all biblical material is in the narrative genre. Second, he asks the question on what grounds 
narrative theology considers the biblical narratives to be unified. Third, Henry points out that the 
Bible itself attaches first-order importance to the historicity of certain events to which it testifies 
(such as Christ’s resurrection). Narrative theology’s all too loose connection between text and 
historical actuality disparages the latter in favor of the former, under the misimpression that one 
thereby best promotes the final authority of the written text. Thus a preacher can narrate the story 
of Christ’s resurrection without truly embracing its historicity. Fourth, narrative hermeneutics 
removes from the interpretive process any text-transcendent referent and clouds the narrative’s 
relationship to a divine reality not exhausted by literary presence. Fifth, an approach to Scripture 
merely as narrative does not do full justice to the orthodox evangelical view of the Bible as an 
authoritative, divinely inspired book. 
 Henry concludes that the narrative approach is not fully befitting the historic Christian faith, 
nor is it fully serviceable to the need for an intellectually compelling argument with modernity. He 
calls narrative theology “an enchantment with the affective, a flight from history to the 
perspectival that enjoins no universal truth-claims, a reflection of the revolt against reason, a 
reliance on `symbolic truth’ and imagination, an interest in earthly theater more than in revealed 
theology.”47 Henry notes that, “The unresolved dilemma facing narrative theology is how the 
method itself, given its epistemological hiatus, can escape yielding the divergent and contradictory 
theological claims that its practitioners advance.”48 
 
C. Grant R. Osborne 
 
 Grant Osborne cautions against the following inherent weaknesses of narrative criticism:49 (1) 
a dehistoricizing tendency; (2) setting aside the author;50 (3) a denial of intended or referential 
meaning; (4) reductionistic and disjunctive thinking (literary vs. historical); (5) the imposition of 
modern literary categories upon ancient genres; (6) a preoccupation with obscure theories; (7) 
ignoring the understanding of the early church; and (8) a rejection of the sources behind the books. 
Osborne advocates a hermeneutical model in which “all aspects (historical-critical, grammatical-
historical, literary) function together and inform one another in the hermeneutical process of 
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discovering the meaning of a narrative text.”51 As a constructive alternative, Osborne proposes a 
sevenfold methodology for studying narrative texts: (1) structural, (2) stylistic, (3) redactional, (4) 
exegetical, and (5) theological analysis, (6) contextualization (that is, application to the 
contemporary situation), and (7) utilizing a narrative form for the sermon.52 
 
D. Other Responses 
 
 Schäfer observes that Frei for the most part contents himself with a mere descriptive treatment 
of eighteenth and nineteenth-century hermeneutics while failing to clarify the criteria for his 
evaluation. He registers his skepticism that it is legitimate to separate a text from its author, since 
there is “unity of narrator and narrated.”53 Nineham notes that while it is true that certain subject 
matters can be treated justly only in narrative form, Frei fails to draw out precisely why he thinks 
the Bible was misunderstood as a result of a failure to read it within its narrative context.54 Borsch 
states that Frei fails to provide concise definitions of such important terms as “narrative” or 
“history,” and to clarify the relationship between narrative form and meaning.55 Wallace charges 
the “Yale school” with a “relativist alethiology” (conception of truth) that renders intratextual 
claims about reality little more than “a private wish, a tribal outlook. “56 Bruce remains neutral 
when he concedes that Frei “has given us a fresh perspective on the history of hermeneutics,” 
compelling us to think seriously about matters of fundamental theological importance.57 Finally, 
Carson’s criticism of R. Alan Culpepper to “have sacrificed the gospel’s claims to certain 
historical specificity, and set sail on a shoreless sea of existential subjectivity” applies to much of 
narrative theological theory and practice in general.58 
 
IV. An Evaluation of Narrative Theology 
 
 What can be added to the perceptive critiques summarized above? The following comments 
seek to provide a constructive perspective for the discerning, qualified use of narrative theology 
and criticism by the evangelical interpreter and theologian.59 
 
A. Strengths of Narrative Theology 
 
 To begin with, one can certainly welcome Frei’s contention that the study of biblical narrative 
(and, in fact, of Scripture as a whole) must once again become the basis for theology rather than 
the interpreter’s subjective experience or external theological or philosophical systems.60 Frei 
shares this rejection of categories foreign to the text with biblical theology and canon criticism, to 
name but two movements with similar concerns. His call for theology to return to the biblical text 
can only be welcomed.61 
 Frei must also be commended for being sensitive to the difficulty of “translating” a biblical 
text into the contemporary world.62 In theory, his proposal to leave the biblical text in its narrative 
framework and for the contemporary interpreter to enter the narrative world of the text seem 
appropriate.63 However, when Frei calls for a return to a “pre-critical” reading of the biblical text, 
one wonders if he has given sufficient consideration to the findings of modern hermeneutics since 
Schleiermacher. We can appreciate Frei’s desire to read and interpret the text in its final form 
rather than viewing it as a conglomerate that must be sorted out according to hypothetical source-
critical proposals such as JEDP. But Frei arguably underestimates the role of an interpreter’s pre-
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understanding which has significant ramifications for the hermeneutical process. Rather than 
simply “entering the narrative world of the text,” understanding occurs in interaction with the 
ancient text, moving the interpreter in a hermeneutical circle (or spiral).64 
 Narrative theology has stimulated much fruitful discussion and dialogue. Helpful 
developments include a renewed attention to story preaching,65 an appreciation of the life-
transforming impact of stories, and a better understanding of the early church’s use of narrative 
material.66 
 
B. Weaknesses of Narrative Theology 
 
 In the ultimate analysis, however, narrative theology’s flight into aestheticism renders its 
methodology seriously inadequate in dealing with the Christian Scriptures. By focusing 
unilaterally on the literary factor, it leaves the historical dimension of the text wide open.67 Merely 
to defend postliberal theology against the charge of antirealism by arguing that it is in fact 
“metaphysically neutral concerning this question” won’t do, since Scripture itself can hardly be 
said to be “metaphysically neutral.”68 What is more, when Frei states that “the New Testament 
story deals . . . with the story of Jesus of Nazareth, whether it is fictional or real,” it becomes clear 
that Frei’s narrative approach is incompatible with an evangelical reading of Scripture.69 
 Another criticism must be registered regarding an inherent inconsistency of narrative theology 
as a system. While claiming to take seriously biblical narrative, Frei and his followers are in fact 
unable to establish any transcendent truth claims for Christianity on the solitary basis of a printed 
text.70 If Scripture is nothing but the church’s “language games” (Wittgenstein’s term), why even 
accord Scripture the status Frei and his colleagues are willing to give it?71 On what grounds can 
we justify a preference for biblical narrative over, say, the Book of Mormon or Aesop’s Fables?72 
Narrative theology’s reductionism (that is, its reduction of Scripture to “history-like” literature) 
inevitably results in relativity owing to the lack of text-transcending referents to historical and 
trans-historical reality.73 
 While it is commendable that narrative theology, much like Brevard Childs’s canon criticism, 
seeks to redirect modern scholarship to the biblical text itself, its rationale for doing so must not be 
overlooked. Postliberal aestheticism is an ultimately futile exercise in sophistication. It is not 
significantly more conservative than its liberal counterpart (as it professes to be), for it loses what 
it claims to preserve, that is, textual author-ity. It is not even as consistent or radical a movement 
as deconstructionism or reader-response theory. For the latter schools of thought at least follow the 
notion of reader-generated meaning to a logically consistent extreme. Narrative theology, on the 
other hand, is left with a world populated by nothing but self-contained, self-referring, 
autonomous text. 
 In the end, Frei’s brand of narrative theology is a case of literary-religious biblicism built on a 
highly dubious rationale. While the historical-critical method has its limitations, and reading the 
Bible as literature, rightly understood, is certainly a commendable enterprise, narrative theology as 
developed by the Yale theologians is both reactionary and one-sided: in its effort to provide an 
alternative to traditional liberal theology, and in its dissatisfaction with historical-critical 
scholarship, it throws out the baby with the bathwater, leaving history orphaned and thus 
amputating Scripture, which in their hands becomes nothing but text, a Christian classic with 
perhaps sentimental value but certainly not universal compelling authority.74 
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 Moreover, narrative theology places undue weight on methodology itself. Any approach to 
theology that presents itself as the solution for all its problems promises more than it is able to 
deliver. Because of narrative theology’s excessive focus on methodology, its findings tend to be 
rather bland in the ultimate analysis, lacking explanatory power in interpreting specific biblical 
texts. Evangelicals who avoid such infatuation with methodology, on the other hand, can still 
employ the findings of narrative criticism and theology discerningly and with profit. In this 
context, it is important to realize that the hermeneutical enterprise is larger than devising a theory 
of the meaning of texts. Scripture, tradition, reason, experience, the interpretive community, and 
other factors, properly weighted, all combine in the hermeneutical task and must be fit into a 
holistic hermeneutical framework.75 In such a balanced structure, there is room also for the 
insights of narrative theology. 
 A closing illustration may help to expose the inadequacy of narrative theology at a practical 
level. Many of us have known faithful Sunday School attenders who seemed to live in a “Bible 
world” populated by Abrahams and Davids and who were completely absorbed in the stories of 
Scripture. However, while a thorough knowledge of Scripture is essential, and an appreciation of 
its stories vital, these people appeared, at least to some extent, to live in an imaginary world of the 
past rather than the real world of the present. They failed properly to “translate” these biblical 
narratives into the world in which they live. Thus, from a practical perspective, I question Frei’s 
call to “enter the world of the biblical narrative” as the final answer. With the cautions registered 
above kept in mind, this can be an important exercise along the way, but in the end the world of 
the biblical narrative must be translated into terms relevant to our own contemporary existence. 
 For evangelicals, the question remains how biblical narratives ought to be interpreted and how 
theology should be derived from narrative material. As Kevin Vanhoozer points out, theology is 
“ordinary literature” analysis of an extraordinary book.76 Any fully adequate Christian theology 
needs to be based on a proper understanding of Scripture’s uniqueness as inspired revelation from 
God. We are not locked into a “narrative theology” of the kind Frei proposes. For theology can 
attempt to describe what it cannot comprehend exhaustively in conceptual terms. While theology 
must never be a substitute for Scripture, it can be a legitimate attempt to grasp God’s revelation. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 
 How then should modern interpreters and theologians go about constructing theologies for the 
twenty-first century? First, a literary paradigm by itself is inadequate. It can enhance the 
usefulness of other approaches, it must, however, be supplemented by other methodologies. Rolf 
Rendtorff’s call for balance and continuity in the development of methodologies is surely 
appropriate.77 A new generation of scholars must learn to appreciate historical-critical tools while 
seeking to balance historical-critical with literary approaches.78 
 Second, while text and reader both have an important role to play, authorial intention must be 
affirmed as ultimately decisive for a text’s meaning. As long as literary approaches are used to 
promote notions of textual autonomy or reader-response readings, narrative theology 
inappropriately seeks to usurp center stage rather than fulfilling the supportive role due it. 
 Third, biblical theology, that is, a study of the theology of Scripture itself, ought to take 
ultimate precedence over both historical-critical and literary paradigms. Theological relationships 
established by the biblical writers under divine inspiration must be recovered sensitively and used 
in constructing a systematized biblical theology.79 We should ask historical questions (what do I 
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learn from this passage about what really happened?), and we should ask literary questions (how is 
a given story developed?). But foremost of all, we must ask theological questions: what do I learn 
about God and his dealings with human beings in this passage? In studying Scripture, historical-
critical and literary approaches have their usefulness. Yet theologians must first and foremost 
remain theologians.80 
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